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Abst rac t - -We introduce a new concept of t ime convergence that measures the nonisolated slow- 
ness of convergence of orbits for discrete dynamical systems. This concept permits us to classify the 
behavior of complicated slower discrete dynamical systems. We illustrate this fact with nontrivial 
examples. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the phenomenon of critical slowing down for parametric families of discrete dynamical 
systems has been studied [1-3]. This phenomenon consists of the slowly convergence oforbits near 
isolated points of slow convergence, which are points where a convergence criteria breaks down. 
For these points, there is a concept of time convergence with an associated family of universal 
critical exponents [3]. Unfortunately, when these points are not isolated, previous concepts of 
time convergence cannot be applied. Thus, a first goal of this work is to introduce a new concept 
of time convergence that is useful and reflects the situations encountered in practical experiments. 
A second goal is to exhibit and to study concrete xamples of discrete dynamical systems whose 
orbits converge in a slow fashion for all values of the parameter. To our knowledge, the only 
examples tudied are systems with isolated points of slow convergence. 
2. T IME CONVERGENCE 
Let us consider discrete dynamical systems given by xn+l = f()~, xn),  where f : I × I ~ R, 
I an interval. Let xf(A) be a fixed point. If there is a value, ~, of the parameter such that 
0s  = 
Ox x=xI(x) 1, (1) 
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then the point (A, xf(A))  is called a point of slow convergence for x:. Here we will assume that 
condition (1) holds for every value of A. We also assume that 
a2f(A'x)ax ~ ~=~: # O. (2) 
The first property guarantees that the curve (A, xf(A)) consists only of points of slow convergence. 
Notice that this property does not give any indication of the type of stability of the fixed point. 
:1/2 ~°2f(~'~)~2 O(e3). The sign is chosen Let xn = x /+ en, and therefore, en+l = :ken + k±/ ) ~ n  + 
depending on if the partial derivative (PD) in (1) is equal to one or minus one. 
When the PD in (1) is equal to one, the error en satisfies that en = eo~ofll • • •/~ near x f, where 
. :1/'~" 02:(;~'x)" 3~ = I + (1/2) Co]~o#l "''/~i--l, i = 1, 2, . .  and/30 = 1 + ~ / ~ : T ~ o .  Thus, the fixed 
point is semistable if ~ ~ 0, meaning that e,~ approaches zero or to infinity depending if
the initial condition is less or bigger than x:.  When the PD in (1) is equal to minus one, the 
error, en, approaches zero whenever a particular case of the Schwarzian derivative of f at x:  is 
negative, that is, 2 ~  - 3 [ ~ ]  2 < 0. These results suggest he following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. Let xl(A) be a fixed point of the discrete dynamical system given by zn+ 1 : 
f(A, Xn) = f~(x, 0 with f~ E C3(I). I f  of(~.x) = 1 for all values of A, then the time of Ox x=m/(x) 
convergence is defined as 
1 02f  - i  
(A,x:(A)) , 
T(A) = ( 03f(a, Xf ) ~ [i)2f(A, Xf)]2~_l 
- ° [  Ox, j )  , 
if af(A,z)  
Ox = 1, 
if Of(A,x) x=x: 
Ox = -1.  
(3)  
of(~:) = 1, if condition (2) does not hold, then in order to get a Note that for the case ox x=xf 
proper definition of ~-, higher derivatives of f should be required. 
3. SLOWER SYSTEMS 
In this section, we show two examples. The first one is a nontrivial example of a dynamical 
system with °f(~'x~lx x -- 1 for which en can be explicitly computed. The second one is a ax = f 
dynamical system with of(~,x) h = -1  and it includes a variety of features besides the slowness Ox IX=Xl 
of orbits, among them are the oscillation of orbits around the fixed point and the novelty of the 
type of bifurcation diagrams. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system 
Xn 
Xn+l - -  1 + ¢(A)xn"  (4)  
(0, A) is the unique fixed point for every value of A and there are no periodic or eventually periodic 
points. Note that the PD in (1) is equal to one. Therefore, we expect a slower convergence for 
all values of A. A straightforward calculation gives en = co/(1 + n¢(A)eo), so en approaches zero 
as a rational function on n, not the typical exponential decay in n, which is the main reason 
why a new time of convergence is necessary. For this example, we obtain ~-(A) = ¢(A) -1, This 
example can be used as a benchmark. For example, for polynomials we have that orbits for a 
system with Cm = A m, m = 1, 2, . . .  (using the same initial condition and the same number of 
iterations) have the property that they converge slower for a system with ¢ml than those from a 
system with Cm~, ml < m2 in the interval (0, 1) and faster in the interval (1, oo). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the system 
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(I, %) is a fixed point for every value of % and the value of the PD in (I) is equal to minus one. 
This system has two more fixed points for larger values of % (% > 3.43... ), but they cannot be 
computed in an explicit form. Moreover, by (3) we get q-(A) = (12%(I -A)) -I, and thus, the time 
convergence of this map near xf = i is the same as the one from Example 1 with ¢1 for small 
values of A, meaning that both systems required the same number of iterations in order that their 
orbits converge. Normally, with a thousand iterations, we obtain convergence to the fixed point 
with a tolerance less than 10 -5, but in this case, it is not enough. We obtain different scenarios 
when we used a different number of iterations. First, when we used one thousand iterations, we 
obtained the bifurcation diagram shown in Figure la; then, when we increased to five thousand 
iterations, we obtained the diagram of Figure lb. As we can observe, the orbits have a decaying 
and oscillating behavior around xf = i. In both scenarios, we do not have convergence using a 
tolerance of 10 -3 . 
There is a sequence given by values of the parameter A where there is breakdown in the pace 
oo of convergence. This sequence {Am}m=1 consists of eventually periodic points and converges to 
the value Ao~ = 3.43298771 . . . .  Each value Am is characterized for a fixed initial condition Xo 
by Am -- f - l (Am-l ,Xo) with A1 = 2 -  xo/(ln 12- xol). This sequence is well defined because f 
is a decreasing function on % and convergent because it is increasing and bounded. The limit is 
independent of initial conditions for appropriate connected sets that include the fixed point, and 
therefore, it inherits universal properties, see [4]. 
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